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Introduction

During the last two years I have been a research assistant for Laurence C. Thompson's Computerized Salish Dictionary Project, at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. My role has been to input Thompson's material from the Thompson language into computer storage and to output the material in various printed listings. As a result of my involvement in this project, I have also begun field work on a dialect of Thompson. This direct contact has contributed to my understanding of the dictionary work.

Although the dictionary will not be available for some time, enough work has been done to warrant some sort of progress report. In part, this paper does serve as a progress report, giving some indication as to the nature of the dictionary. It is also my intention to illustrate the ways in which Salish linguistics can benefit from a computerized approach. Thus, many of the actual details involved in this work will not be discussed here. Instead, I will concentrate on a few interesting examples of the problems raised and/or solved by the computerization of a Salish dictionary.

For the benefit of those who are interested, the computer we use at the University of Hawaii is an IBM System 370/Model 158. The system of programs we use is written in the SPITBOL program-
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ming language. Data is entered via time sharing on an IBM 2741 terminal with telephone hook-up. See Bibliography for further references. A sample entry from the dictionary is listed in Appendix I.

**Printing**

The following discussion will be clarified by a brief description of how the dictionary is printed. The orthography we are using for Thompson is similar to that used for other Salish languages, and so it is essentially quite different from English orthography. As a result, the regular keypunch machine (input) and computer line printer (output) are inadequate for our purposes.

However, the time sharing option (TSO) enables us to print a dictionary with unusual characters. Through TSO a typewriter terminal is used to communicate with the computer by telephone (instead of other media such as cards). Since an IBM Selectric typewriter terminal is used, we can switch to a special type element for entering and printing the dictionary material.

**Alphabetization**

One advantage of processing a dictionary by computer is that no problem arises if you type in entries in the wrong alphabetical order. A program can be designed to alphabetize the entries when the time is right. In fact, if you want to alphabetize English (or a language with an orthography similar

---

2 Programming languages and defined programs are capitalized.
3 Camwil 721M, designed by L. C. Thompson.
to that of English), a system sort utility program is already available which will do so. This is a straightforward task because the IBM System/370 has the following collating order:

```
blank.[(+&$*);/-,%_]??'"abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789
```

The situation with Thompson is more complicated because the orthography we use has 52 letters, and many of them are different from those listed above.

For some languages that have unusual characters and an alphabet which does not conform to the above collating order, there is an easy solution. That is, for the purposes of sorting temporarily replace the individual characters that do not fit with other values from the above sequence, and make any necessary adjustments. For example, suppose a language has the following alphabet: ?,a,b,č,d,e,g,i,k,l,m,n,ŋ,o,p,s,t,u. Changing these to conform to the computer's collating order is a minor problem: replace '?' with '*' or any character preceding 'a' in the collating sequence; replace 'ŋ' with 'o', and change 'o' and 'p' to 'p' and 'q' respectively; replace 'č' with 'c'.

Notice that this works only for a language that has fewer letters than English. However, Thompson has twice as many letters. In this case, the easiest thing to do is replace all the Thompson letters with 'a,b,c,d,...z,A,B,C,D,...Z'. This also allows you to keep track of all the letters and check the sort listing more easily.

There are several ways that values can be substituted by a SPITBOL program. In the former example, few changes are involved,
so the best strategy is to use replacement statements. In other words, after a segment has been isolated, write "if...then" instructions, such as "if '?' then '*'". This method is not practical for Thompson because 52 replacement statements would be required. Another method is available, whereby a TABLE is constructed which contains the replacement values for each letter. The TABLE is then consulted at the appropriate point by the program. Once the TABLE has been entered, all that is necessary is that an effective, efficient pattern match (isolating segments) be written. The pattern match is simplified for Thompson by grouping together glottalized consonants, labialized consonants, and other consonants sharing a particular feature. The resulting function for Thompson alphabetization looks something like Figure 1.

Some problems still remain. Note that the stressed and unstressed vowels have not been considered. If these are included in the original function, we will get an incorrect output. That is, all forms with 'ē' will precede those with 'e' (or vice versa). Instead of this we want a stressed form to precede an unstressed one only if the two forms are otherwise identical. This is also the case for other diacritics—hyphens, brackets, parentheses, and slashes—which were suppressed (ignored) in the first function. The solution is to write a second pattern match which will differentiate only those forms which are identical in the list of forms generated by the first function. For example:

3a. TABLE is a SPITBOL function.
Figure 1. Function for Thompson Alphabetization.
If this is done correctly, only those forms which are truly identical (such as homonyms) will still have identical substitute forms, and they will remain in the same relative order in which they were entered. It should be noted that programming these close distinctions is difficult. In some cases it is probably easier to simply re-type the entries in their correct order.

Although the development of this program may seem like a bit of trouble, the result is definitely worth the effort.

Several purposes are accomplished--1) the data can be alphabetized at any stage of work, so efforts can be concentrated on the actual writing of the dictionary entries; 2) much possibility for human error is eliminated through mechanical alphabetization according to regular principles; 3) other errors, such as typos, can be detected in checking through the list of substitute forms. It may also be noted that a system sort is an inexpensive process for the computer.
The previous discussion illustrates the usefulness of mechanical consistency through computerization. Another major advantage is computer memory storage, which eases the burden involved in dealing with a large amount of data. Even though the data have been entered in a particular format, almost any subset of it can be extracted and used for other purposes. A striking example of this is the English-Thompson portion of our dictionary, which will be a listing (called a finderlist) generated from the Thompson-English data. The final version, of course, will be edited. However, a great deal of time will be saved because the original data have been formatted for English extraction. That is, when the English glosses for Thompson forms are entered, key words and phrases are prefixed with a * and the phrases are connected with _. A program has been written which will then extract the starred English words and phrases and print them as main entries, with the Thompson forms (for which they appear as glosses) listed underneath. The following are three sample entries from the English-Thompson dictionary.

animals
  capture wild *animals: kwən·kwən/-it, kwən·kwən/-it.
  eight (four-legged) *animals: piye?/-1/?û[?]pn/kst.
  four *animals: mú[m]s.
  nine (four-legged) *animals: to·?pi?·eyə?
  six (four-legged) *animals: Lâ[L]um/-kst.
  how many *animals?: kwɛ[kw]nex.

4. The size of the entire final dictionary (including English-Thompson) will be approximately 70,000 lines, 5,000 main entries, 23,000 subentries.
area
*area gets *dusty: ʔ̣n/ʔ̣pu/or-ʔ̣ỵ́ymx/.
*area, *country: ʔ̣tmix/.
cold *area/*country: ʔ̣cl/ʔ̣ỵ́ymx/ ʔ̣ṭok ʔ̣tmix/.
ground/*area gets *wet: ʔ̣c̣a/ʔ̣ỵ́ỵ́mix/.
high ground/*area, *up (on) the hill/mountain: ʔ̣x̣ʔ̣/ʔ̣ỵ́ymx/.

away
avoid, get *away: kέw-ix.
avoid, get *away from someone: kέw-ix-m-s.
be in the distance, far *away: kέw.
come from far *away, from a *long *distance: kέw/kέw/-x̣n.
discard, throw *away (because spoiled): pol-t-ēs.
get *away from someone/something: îw-e-ys.
go a long ways *away, go as *far as possible: keʔu/-x̣n.
remove, take *away: kέw-e-s.
retreat, withdraw, go (further) *away: kέw-ix.
run *away with something, *run *off with (something):
ṭẉ-ʔ̣i(y)x̣/ʔ̣ẉ-us-e-s.
take something far *away: keʔu-s-t-ēs.

Note, too, that the glosses can be checked for consistency, which is one of the otherwise frustrating aspects of dictionary work.

Linguistic Analysis

This principle of extraction can also be used as an aid for further linguistic analysis. The possibilities are quite broad, so only a few examples will be outlined here.

The type of information which can be pulled out depends to a certain extent, as we have seen, on how the data were originally formatted. The entries for our dictionary contain two major types of information—main entry or subentry type, and descriptive comments pertaining to the particular entry, such as underlying form or English gloss. In the format we use lines are called bands, so these categories of information are called band names and each line is coded with a band abbreviation.
The band names are listed with their abbreviations in Figure 2. This format makes it a simple task to pull out a listing of the content of a particular category for all entries. For example, the *ux (unexplained) band was created with this in mind. In the pre-final stages, all forms with *ux can be listed for the purposes of further analysis and clarification. Some examples of *ux comments:

- sf  k?éy
  g  *die away, *disappear [of noise]
  *ux somehow related to kéynm-, listen?

- if  pe[p]k'út
  g  be *afloat, in the water [of boat]
  dl  Lytton
  *ux formation uncertain, reflexive?

- sf  p?ék
  g  *mica
  *ux appears to be an immediate form from a root *pék,
  not otherwise recorded
  cr  p?ék, pe?k-, glitter

- ds  nek/-éwí
  gc  glottalizing stem
  t  change money
  *ux probably /-éwíl with specializing extension

- df  máγ/-xe-tn
  g  *moon, *month
  *ux presumably //máγ-xān-tən, but semantic development unclear

- df  m?-éstm
  g  polite address to person of opposite sex, primarily
  man speaking to woman
  *ux perhaps a fusion of m?-é-m and (s)/éstm, in-law of
  opposite sex in same generation
Main Entry

.sf  surface form
.ss  surface stem
.pcl  particle
.af  affix
.lx  lexical suffix

Subentry

..bf  basic form
..if  inflected form
..is  inflectional stem
..df  derived form
..ds  derived stem
..bdf  basic derived form
..cs  compound stem
..ie  idiomatic expression

Paragraph Bands

r  root
uf  underlying form
**  grammatical limitation, rejected form
gc  grammatical code
g  gloss
p  probably, presumable gloss
t  tag
acl  acculturation development, adaptation
alt  alternate form
bot  botanical term (scientific name)
bsk  basketry term
eth  term of special ethnographic interest
irg  irregular form
kt  kin term
mth  mythology
pln  place name
psn  personal name
zt  zoological term (scientific name)
lo  loanword (source given)
dl  dialectal limitation
ux  unexplained form, problem
cr  cross reference

Figure 2. Information Band Names.
Thompson forms may also be examined for a specific phonological configuration, in order to provide examples for a grammar or to test a linguistic hypothesis. Furthermore, this is how a list of main entries for most lexical suffixes will be generated. Derived stems (already typed in) will be searched for lexical suffix initial boundary ' /- '. If the form contains ' /- ', then what follows will be listed as a lexical suffix. For instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived Stems</th>
<th>Transformed Forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cew/-ewíl</td>
<td>t canoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cew/-i?s(t)</td>
<td>t stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cew/-kn</td>
<td>t back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cew/-le?/-xn</td>
<td>t extended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cew/-xón</td>
<td>t foot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not only will this save a lot of time, but it will also be more exhaustive than if done by hand, since all of the various forms taken by each lexical suffix will be found in the computer's search. To anyone familiar with Salish linguistics, the advantages of such a listing are immediately clear.

The dl (dialect area) and lo (loanword) bands are useful for comparative linguistic work. For instance, a separate
listing of forms with dl information will save a lot of work for the linguist who wants to check this data in the field. The extraction of an entire entry once it has been found to contain a certain band is somewhat more complicated for the programmer, but not a difficult problem.

Conclusion

A few examples have been discussed which clearly illustrate that the Thompson Computerized Dictionary Project represents a major development in Salish linguistics. The advantages of computerization have been mentioned, but it must be emphasized that the dictionary is only as good as its data. Credit for thorough data, organization, and insight into the capabilities of the computer goes to the creators of the dictionary, to their informants, and to the creators of the dictionary processing programs. It takes a great combined effort to produce such a useful body of data.
Appendix I

Sample entry from Thompson-English portion of dictionary.

.ss  cew
  r  cew
  t  wash

..if  cew-e-s
  g  *wash something

..if  n/cew-e-s
  g  *wash inside of something
  acl  *wash *dishes

..if  n/cew-m
  acl  *wash *dishes, clean utensils after a meal

...if  n/cew-m-s-c
  acl  make someone wash dishes

...df  n/cew-mn
  acl  *dish-*pan, *dish-*water

...df  s/cew-mn
  acl  *gold *washings, coarse material eliminated
  when panning for gold

..ds  cew/-enis
  t  wash tooth

...if  n/cew/-enis-m
  g  *wash one's *teeth

...df  n/cew/-enis-tn
  acl  *toothpaste

..ds  cew/-ewil
  t  wash canoe

...if  cew/-ewil-m
  acl  *wash one's *boat/*car

...if  cu?·cew/-ewil-e-s
  g  wash plural boats/cars

..ds  cew/-i?s(t)
  t  wash stone

...if  cew/-i?s-e-s
  g  *wash (outside of) *basket

..ds  cew/-kn
  t  wash back
...if n/čew/-kn-s
g *wash someone's *back

ds čew/-kst
t wash hand

...if čew/-kst-m
g *wash one's *hands

ds čew/-le?/-xn
t wash extended foot

...if cu?·čew/-le?/-xn-me
g *wash (both) one's *feet

ds čew/-iči?
t wash body

...if čew/-iči?-s
g *wash *body of something [fish]

...if n/čew/-iči?-s
g [wash inside of body]

....ie n/čew/-iči?-s te šúp
g administer an *enema to someone

ds čew/-lmx
t wash water-basket

...if čew/-lmx-e-s
acl *wash *bottle/*jar

ds čew/-s
t wash face

...if čew/-s-m
g *wash one's *face

...if n/čew/-s-e-s
acl *wash *window

...df čew/-s-tn
eth face-washing material (shredded dried cottonwood bark, makes lather when wet and rubbed)
ac1 face *soap
alt čew/-s-tn tək šúp

...df n/čew/-s-tn
g basin to wash face in

...df s/čew/-s-tn
g water one has washed one's face in
..ds  čéw/-xn
t  wash foot

...if  čéw/-xn-me
g  *wash one's *feet

..ds  čéw/-x'ck
t  wash chest

...if  čéw/-x'ck-m
g  *wash one's *chest

..ds  čéw/-yep
t  wash floor

...bf  čéw/-yep
g  *wash *floor

...ie  s/čéw/-yep tək sɨl/-qt
acl  *Saturday

..ds  čéw/ ymx'
t  wash land

...bf  čéw/-ymx'(-m)
ACL  *wash *earth/*soil (as in panning for gold)
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